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Human Identity Summit
Part 4

Key Instructions in Beneficial Clarity

Key instructions elicit potent clarity’s benefit. Clarity and benefit are
inseparable like a crystal ball and its luminosity.
Clarity deals not with the name tag of viewpoints, but with its own
innate perfection and spontaneous generosity. Name tags applied to
the here-and-now are outshone by beneficial clarity.
The liveliness of clarity is trained up by pressing key buttons provided
by clarity itself. These key instructions completely confirm clarity’s
obviousness in all viewpoints, expanding the power of beneficial
clarity, infinitely.
The potent intelligence of clarity is reflected in the liveliness of the
here-and-now spontaneously self-releasing in tremendous benefit to
all. Generosity and prosperity are the outpouring of clarity.
Spontaneously beneficial, generous, prosperous clarity is set free to
benefit human society and the world. Clarity’s generosity is the basis
of all the gifts expressed by body, speech, mind, qualities and
activities. Clarity is required to bring these gifts to life. Clarity opens
the expansive treasury of benefit, generosity and prosperity.
The words, sounds and images of the here-and-now express innate
clarity so there is nowhere else to look. The pure logic of the here-andwww.balancedview.com
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now is thoroughly perfect, all-powerful complete confirmation of the
total stability at the basis of reality.
Look! Look! The here-and-now beneficially slips in and out on its own.
Benefit, prosperity and generosity are the natural state of collaborative
clarity.
Sounds are the song of clarity, pervasive clarity announcing itself. The
natural spontaneity of the here-and-now is the ultimate identity, the
nectar of meaning—saturated beneficial potency.
Clarity is the only fundamental basis of identity. In clarity, you carry
on, remaining as you are, strong and stable. There is no other identity
to be had. Clarity’s prime imperative is indestructible uncontrived
benefit.
The here-and-now has never been before and will never be again. The
here-and-now cannot be captured or examined by any mechanism. Yet
each transparent here-and-now is super-complete, totally present in
clarity. Clarity is the fundamental identity of anything or anyone. Each
moment of clarity is the greatest investment deposit to be made by
anyone during any moment of life. This investment alone will return
riches beyond wildest imagination.
Know clarity as yourself—your sole, indestructible, reliable identity. Its
power to consistently fulfill beneficial intent is your own. All human
viewpoints are liberated in a mass of clarity intelligence settling deeply
into human society. There is no distinction between clarity and human
intelligence.
So utterly simple—clarity is the embodiment of benefit, prosperity and
generosity.
Human Identity Summit: Key Instructions in Clarity, Part 4
Instinctive clarity is always-on.
1. Write today’s training.
2. How are key instructions essential to instinctive recognition of
unending clarity? What are your favorite key instructions? How do
spontaneous benefit, prosperity and generosity come about, how are
these treasures magnified?
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